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Abstract
For automatic theorem provers it is as important to disprove false conjectures as it is to prove
true ones, especially if it is not known ahead of time if a formula is derivable inside a particular inference system. Situations of this kind occur frequently in inductive theorem proving
systems where failure is a common mode of operation. This paper describes an abstraction mechanism for first-order logic over an arbitrary but fixed term algebra to second-order
monadic logic with 0 successor functions. The decidability of second-order monadic logic
together with our notion of abstraction yields an elegant criterion that characterizes a subclass
of unprovable conjectures.

The research on automated theorem proving is inspired by Leibniz’ dream to develop a “lingua
characteristica” together with a “calculus ratiocinator” in order to mechanize logical reasoning.
He advocated using the purely rational and incorruptible mechanized reasoners in order to decide
whether a given logical consequence holds or not. While this vision has spurred a lot of research
devoted to proving true conjectures, disproving false conjectures that occur frequently in proof
assistants, inductive theorem provers, and logical programming systems has attracted far less
interest.
In fact, in most theorem proving systems, the default mode of operation is failure: conjectures
are often entered in the hope that they are correct, the proof by cases is typically triggered by
failure to prove a given subgoal, and even in logic programming, backtracking is always preceded
by failure to construct a proof of a subgoal be it in Horn logic or hereditary Harrop logic [8].
In practice, the development of conjectures is an evolutionary process and typically a true
conjecture is the result of a sequence of false conjectures and their disproofs. Thus, research
on automatic disproving of false conjectures is equally important as automatic proving of true
conjectures. Automatic disproving is of increasing relevance in the context of formal software
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development [2, 3], where early detection of flaws in programs reduces the overall development
cost.
The key idea underlying our technique presented in this paper consists of the definition of
a representational abstraction function of first-order logic formulas into a decidable fragment of
second-order logic, namely second-order monadic logic without successor functions, S0S [9].
The abstraction function is effectively polynomial-time computable, preserves the structural form
of the original formula, and most importantly preserves non-provability. Second-order monadic
logic is decidable, and therefore disproving a conjecture in S0S implies contrapositively that
the original conjecture could not have been provable either. The decision procedure of S0S is
PSPACE-complete [13], but will always report true or false. Only if no proof in S0S exists, we
can be sure that the conjecture is indeed false. If a proof exists, in terms of provability, nothing
can be learned from it. However, the proof may contain vital information that can assist the
theorem prover to try to prove the conjecture, a question which we will consider in future work.
In preliminary studies [10], we have developed a similar criterion for the first-order meta-logic
for the logical framework LF [5], although without negation, disjunction, or implication.
Besides truth and falsehood we did not consider any other logical constants or predicates. The
abstraction mechanism presented in this paper, on the other hand, scales to first-order logic with
equational theories (e.g. Peano Arithmetic) and is based on Leibniz equality which is prevalent in
many higher-order theorem proving systems [1, 12].


The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 1 we define syntax and sequent calculi of firstorder and second-order monadic logics. The abstraction of first-order logic formulas to secondorder logic formulas and the relevant meta theory is presented in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we extend
our techniques to first-order logic with equality and show in Sec. 4 that the class of disprovable
formulas includes formulas with infinite counter-models. In Sec. 5 we present details about the
implementation of the technique before concluding and assessing results in Sec. 6.

1 First-Order Logic and Second-Order Monadic Logic
We recapitulate the definitions of first-order and second-order monadic logic with 0 successors
(S0S) as well as the decidability result of second-order modal logic [9] that is relevant for the
technique presented in this paper.

1.1

First-Order Logic

Definition 1.1 (First-Order Logic Formulas) Let !#"%$'&)(+* be a term algebra freely generated
from a set of constant symbols $ and a list of pairwise different variable symbols ( . Let , be a
set of predicates. Then first-order logic formulas are defined by
First-order Logic Formulas: -

./.10

23"547698:8:8;4=<>*@?BAC?BDE?F-G6IHJ-LKM?F-G6ONP-LKM?BQ'?SR9TU8V-C?BWXTU8V-

where 476Y&:8:8:8Z&)4=<\[]!^"%$'&)(+* and 2_[`, . In first-order logic, we write TU&)ab&Vc for variables. For
formulas - and terms 4 we write dfeg"h-i* and dfeg"54j* to refer to the list1 of free variables and
We define kmlonqpsr as a list of variables and constants as the order of the symbols simplifies the proofs. However,
the reader may think of kmlontpsr as a set.
1
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Terms:
Formulas:


<t
dfeg"%Tb*I.u0wv Tmxydfez"s{S*'0wv|{Vxydfeg"~} "5476Y&:8:8S8Z&)4=<*)*I.10
dfeg"%4 *
6
<t
dfeg"s2 "%476&:8:8S8S&)4=<*)*.10
6 dfez"54 *]dfeg"~A*G0dfeg"hDi*I.10wvx
dfeg"s-G6HJ-LKY*G0dfe"h-G6ON-KY*I.u0_dfeg"h-'6)*Odfeg"h-K*
dfeg"hQ'-*I.10dfeg"s-*]dfeg"R9TU8V-i*o0dfeg"~WXTU8V-i*I.u0_dfeg"h-i*OTO

Figure 1: List of constants and free variables in formulas and terms, where v Tmx denotes the singleton list with the variable T , v{Vx the singleton list with the constant { ,  denotes the concatenation
of lists, and TO denotes the list obtained from  by removing any occurrence of the variable
T .
constants in - and 4 (cf. Fig. 1).
Substitutions are capture avoiding and play an important role in this paper, especially in the
proof of the soundness Theorem 2.7. We do not distinguish between substitutions for first-order
or second-order monadic logic.
Definition 1.2 (Substitutions) A substitution  is a syntactically defined object y./.10? &j4j¡FTU8
As usual, we write G"%Tb* to apply  to the variable T and the domain of a substitution is the set of
variables for which G"%Tb* is defined. The domain of a substitution is always finite.
Definition 1.3 (First-Order Substitution Application) We denote by v xq4 and v xdard application of  to first-order terms and formulas.

the stan-

A sequent calculus for classical first-order logic is given in Fig. 2. All rules are standard. The
subscript 6 in the rule names identifies the quantifier rules as first-order. The superscript ¢ indicates that £ is fresh in ¤¥0¦§R9TU8V- for RU6 I¢ and in ¤¥0¦ ¨ for W96 E¢ . First-order logic provides
a foundation of several theorem proving systems, Spass, INKA, and others, and we illustrate its
use with our running example about binary trees.
Example 1.4 (Binary trees) In first-order logic, properties of trees and paths can be expressed
as formulas ranging over terms generated by a term algebra that consists of two constant symbols
here (for the empty path) and leaf (for leaves in a tree), two unary function symbols left and right
(for paths denoting respectively left and right subtrees), and one binary function symbol node (for
non-leaf nodes of trees). We use the validtree and validpath as unary predicates that describe the
well-formedness of trees and paths, respectively, mirror and reflect as binary predicates, where
mirror "%4&)4=©t* stands for 4=© is a tree that is derived from 4 by subtreewise exchanging left and right
subtrees, and reflect "tª&~ª«©u* for ª«© is a path that is derived from ª by exchanging constant left by
right and vice versa. A set of axioms that relate terms is given in Fig. 3.
A property about binary trees that one may be interested in is to show that mirrored subtrees
are preserved under reflecting paths which can be formally expressed as
R948;R¬8;RªO8" validtree "%4j*ON validtree "~¬*ON validpath "®ª9*ON subtree "54&~ª&¬*)*
H¯WX4=©°8Wm¬S©°8WBª«©°8" validtree "54=©q*ON validtree "~¬S©q*ON validpath "®ª«©q*ON subtree "%4=©%&~ª«©&¬S©t*
N mirror "54&)4 © *ON reflect "tªO&~ª © *ON mirror "h¬>&V¬ © *

Without induction principles, this theorem is not provable in first-order logic.

±
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¤'&V-¼0¦ ²
¤G&7¶º0¦
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» R
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¤\0 ¦ ²
¤\0 ¦ -µ&V²

weak L

¤ 0¦ ²³&V-µ&V¶
\
¤´0¦ ²³&V-`»P¶
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²³&A

²

²

²

RU6 L
W96 L ¢

Cut "h-i*

Figure 2: Sequent Calculus for Classical First-Order Logic

1.2

Second-Order Monadic Logic without Successor Functions

Second-order monadic logic without successor functions (S0S) restricts atomic formulas to the
form 23"5Tb* or ¿À"5Tb* where T´[´(³Á$ is either a variable or a constant, 2 is a unary predicate, and
¿ is a unary variable that ranges over unary predicates.
Definition 1.5 (Second-Order Logic Formulas S0S) Let !³"%$f&7(+* be a term algebra with constants and variables only, and , be defined as above in Definition 1.1 and Â a list of pairwise
distinct second-order variable names. Second-order monadic logic formulas are defined by
S0S formulas: ¶

.q.u0

23"5Tb*?B23"h{Z*?¿À"5Tb*@?¿À"s{S*?ÃAE?BDE?B¶6IHJ¶MK?F¶6ON¶MK
?BQ'¶C?:R9TU8V¶C?BWXTU8V¶C?:R9¿P8V¶C?BWX¿´8V¶

where T`[Ä( , { [Å$ , ¿ [`Â and 2_[À, . In second-order monadic logic, we write TU&7a9&Vc for
variables, and ¿P&VÆo&VÇ for variables that range over predicates.
The sequent calculus for classical S0S is obtained by adding four left and right rules for the
second-order quantifiers to the respective first-order natural deduction calculi as depicted in Fig. 4
where 2 is any predicate from , and ª is new with respect to the sequent. Since we consider
second-order monadic logic without successors, 4I[P(\Á¸$ in rules W96 I and RU6 E, respectively. For
the purpose of our paper the main result about second-order monadic logic is that it is decidable,
which has been proved by Rabin [9].
Theorem 1.6 (Rabin, 1969) Second-order monadic logic with È successor functions is decidable.
ÉÊ
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validtree " leaf *
R9476Y8;R94¾K8 validtree "%476j*ON validtree "%4¾K*IH validtree " node "5476&j4¾KY*)*
validpath " here *
RªO8 validpath "tª9*IH validpath " left "tª9*j*
RªO8 validpath "tª9*IH validpath " right "®ª9*)*
mirror " leaf & leaf *
R9476Y8;R94 © 6 8;R94¾K8;R94 ©K 8 mirror "5476Y&)4 © 6 *ON mirror "54¾K:&)4 ©K *H mirror " node "%476Y&)4¾K*& node "54 ©K )& 4 © 6 *j*
reflect " here & here *
RªO8;Rª © 8 reflect "®ªO&~ª © *H reflect " left "®ª9*Y& right "tª © *j*
RªO8;Rª © 8 reflect "®ªO&~ª © *H reflect " right "tª9*& left "tª © *j*
R948 subtree "%4& here &)4j*
R9476Y8;R94¾K8;RªO8;R94 © 8 subtree "5476Y&~ªO&j4 © *IH subtree " node "5476Y&)4¾K*& left "®ª9*Y&j4 © *
R9476Y8;R94¾K8;RªO8;R94 © 8 subtree "54¾K&~ªO&j4 © *IH subtree " node "5476Y&)4¾K*& right "tªË*Y&)4 © *
Figure 3: Sample set of axioms defining properties of trees
¤´0 ¦ v ª9¡F¿´x/Ì&V²
¤\0 ¦ÍR9¿P87Ì&V²
¤\0¦

R RÎ

v 2Ï¡F¿´x/Ì&VWX¿´87Ìi&V²
¤\0¦ WX¿´87Ìi&V²

¤'&;R9¿´8)Ì&v|2Ï¡F¿´x/Ì0 ¦
¤'&;R9¿´8)Ì0 ¦ ²
W R

¤'&v ª9¡FTmx/Ì¯0¦
¤'&WXTU87ÌÐ0¦

²

²

²

R L
W LÎ

Figure 4: Additional Rules for second-order logic

2 Abstraction
It is well-known that brute force search for proofs of conjectures may easily exhaust system
resources regarding space and time. If a conjecture is true, the traversal of the search space in one
way or another is necessary to find the derivation that is known to exist. Often, however, interim
conjectures are not necessarily known to be derivable. These situations arise frequently in systems
where induction principles are not axiomatized but encoded via special elimination rules. In many
inductive theorem provers, therefore, failure to find a derivation in the non-inductive fragment
indicates that subsequent case analyses are necessary and failure is therefore the predominant
way of operation.
Of course, before a theorem prover can meaningfully fail, it must have visited every node in
the search space that is potentially infinite. Alternatively, following the algorithm outlined in this
paper, it is often possible to disprove formally a conjecture. Our proposed technique relies on
an abstraction into second-order monadic logic without successor functions that is known to be
decidable. If the abstracted formula is false, by the soundness of abstraction (Theorem 2.7), the
original formula is false as well. Therefore, following the proposed classifications of abstractions
by Giunchiglia and Walsh [4]2 , our notion of abstraction satisfies the properties of a TI abstraction
with a consistent abstract space. For the domain of first-order logic, first-order monadic logic
2

This paper also provides an overview of different abstraction mechanisms.
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would suffice as abstract space, but equality (see Sec. 3) requires the use of second-order monadic
logic.
The abstraction can be intuitively explained
as follows. A derivation 0 ¦ 23"5476&:8S8:8S&)4=<* must

contain information about the individual 4 ’s in one form or another. Without axiomatizing this
relation, we instead propose to approximate it, and we rewrite 23"5476&S8:8:8S&j4=<>* to a conjunction of
unary atomic formulas 2 "%Tb* and 23"h{Z* for any variable T and any constant { that occurs in the
terms. The abstraction preserves the structure of a formula, and is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Abstraction)
Ñ "hAi*§.u0
Ñ "hDi*§.u0

Ñ "h-'6O»-LKY*Ò.u0
Ñ "h-'6ON-LKY*Ò.u0

A
D
Ñ h" -'6j*O» Ñ h" -KY*
Ñ "h-'6j*ON Ñ "h-KY*

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Ñ "h23"5476&:8S8:8Z&j4=<>*j*§.10

Ñ "h-'6IHJ-K*Ò.u0
Ñ "~Q'-i*Í.u0
Ñ "°R9TU8V-i*Í.u0
Ñ "~WXTU8V-i*Í.u0

Ñ "h-'6)*H Ñ "s-LKY*
QÏ" Ñ "s-*j*

R9TU8 Ñ s" -*
WXTU8 Ñ "s-*

Ó
23"5Tb*
Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×9Ø1Ù ÛØ Ú°Ü=ÝÞÞÞ Ý ÚtßSàqà

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

The cases (1)–(8) are straightforward, which leaves (9) to be explained. In case (9) the expresion á Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØ1Ù Ø1Ú°Ü¾ÝÞÞÞ Ý ÚtßSà/à 2 "%Tb* is the conjunction of formulas defined by
ç
Ó 2 "%Tb*.u0Ag&
Ô:ÕBâ ã

Ó
Ó
23"5Tb*I.10Ð23"5T © *& and
23"5Tb*.1023"5T © *ON
Ô:ÕBâ ÔVä|ã
Ô:ÕBâ ÔVäãÛå«æ

Ó
2 "%Tb*;è
Ô:ÕSæ

Example 2.2 We illustrate the technique by abstracting the axioms depicted in Fig. 3. The result
is shown in Fig. 5.
The following lemma ensures that the abstraction of any first-order logic formula is always a
second-order monadic formula with respect to S0S.
Lemma 2.3 For any first-order logic formula - , Ñ "h-i* is a second-order monadic formula without successor functions, and it holds dfe"h-i*'0dfeg" Ñ "h-i*)* .
Proof. The proof is by induction over the structure of the formula - :
Base Case: If -

is an atomic formula, then - is either A , or D , or of the form 23"5476V&:8:8:8Z&)4=<Ã* . If
-é[ÀBAz&D , then Ñ "s-*ê0ë- and thus Ñ "h-i* is a second-order monadic logic formula and
it holds dfe"h-i*'0dfeg" Ñ "h-i*)* .
Otherwise, if -½.u0Ð2 "%476&:8:8:8Z&)4=<* , then Ñ "s2 "%476V&:8:8S8S&)4=<*)* is
Ó
23"5Tb*Y8
Ô:Õ«Ö×mØ1Ù ÛØ Ú°Ü;ÝÞÞÞ Ý Útß:àqà

By simple induction over the length of dfe"h23"5476&:8S8:8S&)4=<Ã*j* it follows that this formula is
indeed a second-order monadic logic formula without successor functions. Furthermore
í
dfeg"h23"5476&S8:8:8S&j4=<>*j*'0dfeg"~á Ô:Õì ßí1î Ü ÖÃ×9ØÛÚ à 23"5Tb*)* follows directly from the definition.
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validtree " leaf *
R9476Y8;R94¾K8 validtree "%476)*ON validtree "%4¾K*IH validtree "5476)*ON validtree "54¾KY*
validpath " here *
RªO8 validpath "tª9*IH validpath "tªË*
RªO8 validpath "tª9*IH validpath "tªË*
mirror " leaf *ON mirror " leaf *
R9476Y8;R94 © 6 8;R94¾K:8;R94 ©K 8 mirror "5476j*UN mirror "%4 © 6 *ON mirror "%4¾KY*ON mirror "54 ©K *
H mirror "5476)*ON mirror "54¾K*ON mirror "%4 ©K *ON mirror "%4 © 6 *
reflect " here *ON reflect " here *
RªO8;Rª © 8 reflect "®ª9*ON reflect "®ª © *H reflect "tª9*ON reflect "®ª © *
RªO8;Rª © 8 reflect "®ª9*ON reflect "®ª © *H reflect "tª9*ON reflect "®ª © *
R948 subtree "%4j*ON subtree " here *ON subtree "54j*
R9476Y8;R94¾K8;RªO8;R94 © 8 subtree "5476)*ON subtree "tª9*ON subtree "%4 © *IH
subtree "5476)*ON subtree "54¾K*UN subtree "®ª9*ON subtree "54 © *
R9476Y8;R94¾K8;RªO8;R94 © 8 subtree "54¾KY*ON subtree "tª9*ON subtree "%4 © *IH
subtree "5476)*ON subtree "54¾K*UN subtree "®ª9*ON subtree "54 © *
Figure 5: Abstractions of the sample set of axioms
Induction Step: Assume that the abstractions
of -G6Y&V-K are second-order monadic logic formulas

and it holds dfeg"s- *¥0 dfeg" Ñ "s- *j* , ï´0 ð&ñ . Then for all òº[BNI&»I&:H obviously
Ñ "h-'6oò-K*¹.10 Ñ "h-'6)*êò Ñ "s-LKY* is a second-order monadic logic formula. The analogous
argument applies to Q'-G6 , R9TU8V-'6 , and WXTU8V-G6 .

For the second part of the lemma it holds for -G6Oò+-LK :
dfeg"h-'6Uò+-LK*0

I.H.
dfeg"h-KY* 0 Ñ "Ãdfe"h-G6)*j*M
Ñ "Ãdfeg"s-G6)*j*Oò Ñ "Ãdfe"s-LKY*j*

dfe"h-G6)*

0

Ñ "Ãdfeg"s-LKY*j*

and analogously for Q'-G6 . For Q [óSRL&Wb it holds
I.H.

dfeg" QTU8V-'6)*o0_dfeg"h-'6)*OôTO 0

dfeg" Ñ "h-G6;*)*OTOM0dfe" QTU8 Ñ "h-'6j*)*
ÉÊ

We now address the question of how substitutions and abstraction interact. Following Definition 1.2 the standard definition of substitutions may contain non-monadic terms, which complicates the interaction with abstraction. Consider the following example. Let 2 "h}f"5TU&)a«*j* be
a predicate and 0öõ "5÷&)øù*j¡FT a substitution. Applying  naively to the result of abstraction
23"5Tb*ON¹2 "5a«* would yield 23"5õ "5÷&)øù*j*bN2 "5a«* , which is not an S0S formula and differs from
Ñ "jv| xú"h23"~}"5TU&7aù*)*j*)*0

Ñ "h23"~}"5õ "s÷U&7øX*Y&)a«*j*)*U0Ð23"s÷b*NP23"søX*N2 "5a«*8

Thus, substitution application of  to 4 differs from the standard form of application, since it is
required to flatten the structure of atomic formulas, as well. It is defined over the structure of 4
and  , simultaneously.

8
Definition 2.4 (Flattening substitution application) We denote by v v|bx x="%4j* and v v|bx x="s-* the application of the homomorphic extension of  to second-order terms and formulas defined by:

v v|bx x="s2 "%Tb*)*§.u0
v v x x="hQ'-*

.u0

for ò¸[ýBNµ&V»µ&SHÐv v x xú"h-G6UòÏ-KY*Ò.u0
for Q [þSRL&WbÐv v x x=" Q TU8V-i*Ò.u0

Ó
2 "5a«*
ûÕ«Ö×mØ1üØ1ÔYàqà

(10)

Q+"jv v| x xú"h-i*)*

(11)
(12)
(13)

v v x xú"h-'6)*Oòiv v x xú"h-LKZ*

QTU8v v &)Tb¡Tbx xú"h-i*

where "sb&)Tb¡FTb* denotes the substitution that maps T to T and otherwise is identical to  .
Substitutivity in first-order logic and S0S commute with abstraction, which is the crucial
property used at several occasions in the proof of the soundness Theorem 2.7.
Lemma 2.5 Let - be a first-order logic formula and  a first-order substitution. Then it holds:
Ñ "jv| x-i*'0½v v x x=" Ñ "s-*j*

Proof. by induction on the structure of - . We only show two representative cases.
Case: If - is an atomic formula of the form 2 "%476&:8:8:8Z&)4=<* then
Ñ "jv| x23"5476&:8S8:8S&)4=<*)*0

Case: -¼0

Ñ "h23")v xq476&:8:8:8Y&v xq4=<>*j*
0

Ó
í 23"5Tb*
Ô:Õ:ì íÛß î Ü Ã
Ö ×ËØ/â üã|Ú à
0

Ó
Ó
2 "%Tb*
í
ûÕ:ì íÛß î Ü ÖÃ×mØ1Ú àIÿ Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×mØuüØÛû7àqà
0

Ó
í v v x x2 "5a«*
ûÕ:ì íÛß î Ü ÖÃ×mØ1Ú à
0

v v x x
0

v v x xú" Ñ "h23"5476&:8S8:8S&)4=<*)*j*

Ó
í 23"saù*
ÿ ûYÕ:ì íÛß î Ü ÖÃ×ËØÛÚ à

QT´8Û-ô©
Ñ ")v x=" QTP81- © *j*ö0

0

0

0

0

Ñ " QT´8v )& Tb¡FTmxú"hQTP8 Ñ ")v )& Tb¡FTmxú"hQTP8°v v &)Tb¡Tbx xú" Ñ "h-

v v| x xú" QT´8" Ñ h" - © *)*j*
v v| x xú" Ñ " QT´8Û- © *)*

© *j*
© *j*
© *)*

ÉÊ
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Unfortunately, the proof theory of second-order monadic logic is not defined in terms of
flattening substitution application, but rather in terms of the standard form of application, as
used in the quantifier rules in Fig. 2. However, there is a direct relationship between flattening
substitution application and renaming substitutions 
.q.u0


?m&)a«¡FTy?m&V{Z¡FTU8

A renaming  can only substitute variables or constants for variables because no successor functions are available.
This relationship is captured by extending the notion of abstraction Ñ that currently maps only
atomic formulas into conjunctions of monadic S0S predicates, to map substitutions  into renaming substitutions  . Intuitively, Ñ "sO* computes the witness substitution for the S0S quantifier
rules.
Ñ ";u*
0
Ñ "sb&)4j¡FTb*0


Ñ 5" U*Y&)a«¡FT

for some a^[ºdfeg"5G"5Tb*j*

If  maps T to 4 , the corresponding  maps T to some variable or constant that occurs in 4 .
Substitution abstraction is hence a necessary step to embed substitutions that arise in first-order
logic derivations in S0S, but is it the right choice? Does it preserve the derivability of abstracted
sequents?
The answer to this question is contingent on a suitable choice of abstraction to first-order logic
derivations that we describe inductively. Abstracting a derivation tree proceeds by replacing each
formula in the tree by its abstraction. Axioms ¤'&V23"5476&:8S8:8Z&j4=<>*Å2 "%476&:8:8:8Y&)4=<*Y&V² , for example,
are mapped into Ñ "h¤*Y& Ñ "h23"54767&:8:8:8Z&)4=<Ã*)*  Ñ "h23"5476V&S8:8:8S&j4=<>*j*Y& Ñ "h²¸* . It remains to show that the
abstracted derivation is really an S0S derivation which we do in two steps.
First, we show that the choice of renaming substitution is well chosen and compatible with
the previous notion of flattening substitution application (see Definition 2.4). In the interest of
brevity, we write v v¤x x for a context that consists of v v| 6;x x-G6 8:8:8:v v|«<Bx x°-U< , and v¤x for a context of the
form v Ñ "s 6)*¾x-G6b8:8S8v Ñ "s«<*¾x-< . Second, we prove soundness of our abstraction.
Lemma 2.6 (Compatibility) If v v|¤Ox xý0 ¦
v|¤x90¦ v|²x .

v v|²x x is the result of abstracting a derivation then

Proof. By induction on the derivation of ¤Å0¦
show three representative cases.
Case: v v|¤Ox xh&v v x x20 ¦

v v x x°2µ&v v|²x x

ax

Similarly, we obtain v¤xh&v|bx°2¼0 ¦

v x°2µ&v|²x by the ax rule.

v v|¤Ox xh&;R9TU8v v &jTb¡FT x x-µ&v4j¡Tmx=v v &)Tb¡T x x-¼0¦

Case:

² . The proof is quite straightforward. We only

v v|¤x x~&¾R9TU8v v|b&)Tb¡FTbx x°-º0¦

v v|²gx x

v v|²x x

R L

.

Since we are considering substitutions in S0S, the term 4 must always be a variable or a
constant. By renaming we obtain that v 4j¡FTmx=v v &jTb¡FTbx x-º0wv v &)4j¡T9x x- , on which we can apply
the induction hypothesis.
v|¤Oxh&;R9TU8v &jTb¡FTËx°-µ&v &)4j¡T9x-¼0¦

v²x
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We can always rewrite the formula v|b&)4j¡FTËx°- as v4j¡FTmxúv &)Tb¡FT9x- by factoring out the renaming substitution and a renewed application of R L yields the desired
v|¤Oxh&;R9TU8v &jTb¡FTËx°-¼0 ¦
v v|¤Ox xb0 ¦

v|£X¡Tmx=v v &)Tb¡Tbx x- v v|²x x

R R¢

Case: v v|¤x x0 ¦&;R9TU8v v &)Tb¡FT9x x- v v|²x x

v|²gx

.

As above, by renaming we obtain that v£¡FTmxúv v|b&)Tb¡FT9x x°-º0½v v|b&V£¡FTËx x°- , on which we can apply
the induction hypothesis.
v|¤xb0¦

v &V£¡FTËx-µ&v²x

We can always rewrite the term v|b&V£¡FTËx°- as v|£X¡Tmx=v &)Tb¡T9x- by factoring out the renaming
substitution. After discharging the parameter £ , a renewed application of R L ¢ yields the
desired
v|¤Oxb0 ¦ÍR9TU8v &jTb¡FTbx-µ&v|²gx
ÉÊ

The translation into monadic second-order logic reduces an intrinsically undecidable problem
to a decidable one and allows us to conclude from the disproof of an abstracted conjecture that the
original conjecture could not have been true. The following theorem establishes that relationship
with the benefit that it defines implicitly a procedure to disprove false conjectures: Using the
abstraction, convert a conjecture from first-order logic into second-order monadic logic, and then
run an implementation of a decision procedure for S0S. This insight can be seen as the central
contribution of this work.
Theorem 2.7 (Soundness) The abstraction Ñ of derivations in first-order logic into derivations
of first-order monadic logic without successor functions preserves the non-provability of formulas: If ¤\0 ¦ ² then Ñ "h¤*'0¦ Ñ "s²3* .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ¤ó0¦ ² . We only show the two challenging cases for
the universal quantifier. All others are analogous.
¤´0 ¦

Case:

²³&;R9TU8V-µ&v|£¡FTmx°¤\0 ¦ ²³&;R9TU8V-

Ñ "h¤*'0¦
Ñ "h¤*'0¦
Ñ "h¤*'0¦
Ñ "h¤*'0¦

R I¢

:

Ñ "s²#&¾R9TU8V-µ&v£¡FTmx-i*
Ñ "s²#&¾R9TU8V-*&v v|£X¡Tmx x Ñ h" -i*
Ñ "s²#&¾R9TU8V-*&v|£X¡Tmx Ñ "hi
- *
Ñ "s²#&¾R9TU8V-*

¤'&;R9TU8V-µ&v 4j¡FTmx-¼0¦
Case:
¤'&;R9TU8V-º0¦ ²

²

by induction hypothesis
by Lemma 2.5
by Lemma 2.6
by R R

R E

:

Ñ "h¤'&;R9TU87-+&v4j¡FTmx-i*'0¦ Ñ "h²¸*
Ñ "h¤'&;R9TU87-*&v v4j¡Tmx x Ñ "h-i*'0¦ Ñ h" ²¸*
Ñ "h¤'&;R9TU87-*&v Ñ "54j¡FTb*=x Ñ "h-i*f0¦ Ñ h" ²¸*
Ñ "h¤'&;R9TU87-*'0¦ Ñ "s²¸*

by induction hypothesis
by Lemma 2.5
by Lemma 2.6
by R L
ÉÊ
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Example 2.8 (Mirrored subtrees) Let - be the conjunction of all axioms from Fig. 3 and
Ñ "h- V* the conjunction of all axioms from Fig. 5. Recall the problem from Example 1.4 of proving
that a reflected path ª in a mirrored tree 4=© leads to the same subtree as mirroring the subtree ¬ that
is found at ª in the original tree 4 .
- ÏHÄR948;R¬8;RªO8" validtree "54j*ON validtree "~¬*ON validpath "®ª9*ON subtree "54&~ªO&V¬F*j*
H¯WX4=©°8Wm¬S©°8WBª«©°8" validtree "54=©q*ON validtree "~¬S©q*ON validpath "®ª«©q*ON subtree "%4=©%&~ª«©&¬S©t*
N mirror "54&)4=©q*ON reflect "tªO&~ªù©t*ON mirror "h¬>&V¬:©®*)*

In second-order monadic logic without successors the abstracted version of this formula is not
provable either.
- HÄR948¾R¬>8¾RªO8" validtree "%4j*ON validtree "h¬*ON validpath "tª9*
N subtree "54j*ON subtree "tªË*ON subtree "~¬*)*
H¯WX4 © 8Wm¬ © 8VWBª © 8" validtree "54 © *ON validtree "h¬ © *ON validpath "tª © *
N subtree "54=©q*ON subtree "tªù©t*ON subtree "~¬S©t*
N mirror "54j*ON mirror "54=©q*ON reflect "®ª9*ON reflect "tªù©t*UN mirror "h¬F*ON mirror "~¬S©t*j*

Consequently, there is no need to invoke a first-order theorem prover, because by Theorem 2.7
it is determined to fail. On the other hand with induction, analyzing cases over ª yields three
conjectures whose abstractions are all provable in S0S assuming a few necessary but simple
lemmas about binary trees and their abstractions, which we omit from this presentation.
±
The abstraction has many applications. For example, by trial and error it can be helpful to determine which axioms are indispensable for proof search. We also suspect that the proof derivations
of the abstracted formula contains much information that is useful to guide a theorem prover
during the proof search process.

3 Treating Primitive Equality
The decision procedure defined in the previous sections is restricted to first-order logic without
primitive equality. Thus, equality is treated like any other binary predicate and an equation ¬0¯4

is abstracted to the monadic formula "~á Ô:ÕmÖÃ×ËØ Úqà 0½"5Tb*j* .
In order to support primitive equality in an adequate way we extend the abstraction function
to primitive equality and abstract equations to
Ñ "~¬0]4j*I.u0

R9¿P8Fá Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØ~à ¿À"5Tb*ýHá Ô:ÕmÖÃ×ËØ1Úqà ¿À"5Tb*
NR9¿´8á Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØÛÚqà ¿À"5Tb*yHFá Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØ~à ¿

"5Tb*

Differently to the first-order case without equality, second-order quantifiers are necessary to range
over predicates, such as subtree, mirror, or reflect.
Remark 3.1 This mapping is inspired by the Leibniz’ definition of equality in higher-order logic,
which is ¬y0 ^4#.u0 R 2µ8V23"~¬*³H23"54j* with the only difference that besides the covariant
it also involves the contravariant direction of implication. Without R9¿P8Fá Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØÛÚqà ¿À"%Tb* H
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á Ô:Õ«Ö×ËØ~à ¿À"5Tb*  , for example, primitive equality would not be adequately captured in S0S. In

higher-order logic 2 may be instantiated with any predicate ª!#"%$ as well as with &mTU8Q ª"%Tb* , while
in S0S the latter is not possible. However, the latter is necessary in order to obtain for each ª not
only ª"h¬F*HÅª"%4j* , but also the converse ª"%4j*IHóª"~¬* , as used in the base case of Lemma 3.2.
It can be easily seen that the abstraction of a first-order equation is a second-order monadic
formula due to the quantifier over ¿ .
In the presence of primitive equality, we add the following rules to complete the sequent
calculus for first-order logic with primitive equality. For those rules we denote by ')( *,+.- the
replacement of exactly one occurrence of ÷ with ø in ' .
¤´0¦§4G0]4&V²

refl

¤'&V- ( Ú +

-/( Ú +

¤'&¬0]4G0¦
¤'&¬0]4G0¦
&¬@0¯4'0¦

¤'&V-µ&¬@0¯4'0¦

²
²

&V²

-+&7²

¤G&V¬@0¯4'0¦

¤'&V- ( + Ú &¬0]4G0¦
1

Sub1

-2( + Ú &V²

¤G&V¬@0¯4'0¦

Sub01

¤'&V-µ&¬@0]4G0¦

²
²

-µ&V²

Sub

Sub0
0

1
0

where for Sub-rules none of the variables in ¬ and 4 are bound in - .
Lemma 3.2 Any S0S sequent of the form ¤'& Ñ "h¬0
4j*& Ñ "s-*'0 ¦ Ñ "h- ( + Ú *Y&V² is provable.

4j*& Ñ "s-/( + Ú *Å0¦

Ñ "h-i*Y&V²

or ¤'& Ñ "~¬¯0

Proof. The proof is by induction over the structure of - .
Base Case: -¼0Ð2 "%476&:8:8:8Z&)4=<Ã* : In that case it holds
Ñ "h-2( + Ú *'0

Ñ "h23"5476&S8:8:8Y&)4=<>*3( + Ú *'0

Ó
23"5Tb*
Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×mØuÙ ØÛÚ°Ü¾ÝÞÞÞ Ý ÚtßSà54 687:9à

2 "5Tb* . Note that by definition of dfe
and Ñ "s-*¸0 Ñ "s2 "%476&:8:8S8S&)4=<*)*¸0á :Ô Õ«Ö×mØ1Ù ØÛÚ°Ü;ÝÞÞÞ Ý Útß:àqà 3
0 oýdfez"%4j*)Mf© and dfe"h23"5476&:8S8:8S&)4=<*)*'0
there exist lists µ&Vf© such that dfeg"s2 "%74 6&:8:8S8S&)4=<Ã*;( + Ú *'
´dfeg"h¬F*O·f© . Furthermore,
Ñ "~¬0¯4j*G0

R9¿´8<á Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×ËØ1Úqà ¿

"5Tb*¥HFá Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×mØhà ¿À"%Tb*

NLR9¿P8  á Ô:Õ«Ö×mØ~à ¿À"5Tb* 
H



á Ô:ÕmÖÃ×ËØÛÚqà ¿À"5Tb* 

By instantiating the first ¿ with 2 and the observation that dfez"~¬* is a sublist of dfeg"s2 "%476&:8:8:8Z&)4=<*)*
and dfeg"54j* is a sublist of dfeg"s2 %" 476&:8:8S8S&)4=<* ( + Ú * , it is trivial to see that there is a proof for
¤'&;R9¿P8 á Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×9ØÛÚqà ¿À"%Tb* 
NR9¿P8Fá Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØ~à ¿
0¦

H

Fá

Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×mØhà ¿À"%Tb* 

"5Tb*¥HFá Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×mØ1Úqà ¿À"5Tb*z&Vá Ô:Õ«Ö×mØ1Ù ØÛÚ°Ü;ÝÞÞÞ Ý Útß:à=4 6=7>9°à 2 "%Tb*

á Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØ1Ù Ø1Ú°Ü¾ÝÞÞÞ Ý Ú ß àqà 2 "%Tb*Y&V²

The case for ¤'& Ñ "h¬ý0 4j*Y& Ñ "h-i*^0¦ Ñ "s- ( + Ú *Y&V² is analogous, except that we must instantiate the second ¿ . This is were the adequacy of the abstraction of an equation to both
R9¿´8 á Ô:Õ«ÖÃ×ËØhà ¿À"%Tb*  H Fá Ô:Õ«Ö×mØÛÚqà ¿À"%Tb*  and R9¿´8 á Ô:ÕmÖÃ×ËØ1Úqà ¿À"5Tb*  H Fá Ô:ÕmÖÃ×mØ~à ¿À"%Tb*
is formally visible.
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Induction Step: We proceed by case analysis over the structure of - :

1. -º0Q'-M© : It is obvious to see that Ñ "hQ+"h-ô©t*

?
?
?

( +

Ú *G0Q+" Ñ "h-ô( © + Ús*)* . Then

I.H.

©8@A B=C%DFEHG@A B8I+©#G DKJALB8Iµ( © + Ú G@M

N

© @NOB=A B8I ( © + Ú GPG@A B=C<DFEHG@ALB8I © G>DKJM

N

L

© @NOB=A B8I ( © + Ú GPG@A B=C<DQEHG:DKJRN:A B8I © G@M

R

2. - 0-G6N´-LK : Without loss of generality we assume that ¬ occurs in -G6 . Again, it is
obvious to see that Ñ ")"h-'6fNý-LKV* ( + Ú *0 Ñ "h- 6( + Ú *fN Ñ "h-KY* . Then we have to prove
¤O©& Ñ "s-G6( + Ú *ON Ñ "s-LK*& Ñ "h¬@0¯4j*G0¦ Ñ "s-G6j*UN Ñ "h-K*Y&7² .

?
DKJ
DTJ
DTJ

?

?

© @ALB8IU6( + Ú G@ALB=C%DFEPG
ALB8I 6 G@M

I. H.

© @ALB8IU6( + Ú G@ALB8I K G@A B=C<DSEPG
ALB8I 6 G@M

weak L

?
V L
©U@ALB8IU6( + Ú G!V A B8I K G@ALB=C.DSEPG
W© @A
6
ALB8I G@M
DKJ
A 8B I
?
Ú
©W@A B8I 6( + GKVXALB8I K G@ALB=C<DFEHG>DKJALB8I 6 G!V

B8I6( +

K G@M

A B8I

Ú G@A B8I K G@ALB=C%DFEPG

K G@M

ax
V

R

3. º
- 0·R9TU8V-ô© : Again, it trivially holds that Ñ "j"°R9TU8V-ô©t* ( + Ú *G0]R9TU8 Ñ "h-ô( © + Ú5* . Note that T
does neither occur in ¬ nor in 4 . Then we have to prove ¤©%&;R9TU8 Ñ "h-ô( © + Ú *Y& Ñ ~" ¬0J4j*G0¦
R9TU8 Ñ "s-M©®*Y&V² :
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?
?
?
?Kj

© @A BPY Z\[,]_^`I ( © + Ú G@ALB=C<DFEPG>DTJA BPY Z\[,]_^`I © G@M

I.H.

© @;Y Y Za[,]b^ ^UALB8I ( © + Ú G@ALB=C<DFEPG>DTJcY Y Za[,]b^ ^UALB8I © G@M

Lemma 2.5 dfe
Lemma 2.6 dfe

©W@;YgALB8ZaGP[,]h^UA B8Iµ( © + Ú G@ALB=i<DFEPG>DTJcYgA B8Z\GP[,]_^UALB8Iµ©WG@M

j
j
j
@lkb]TmALB8I ( .
+ n G@;YgALB8ZaGP[,]h^UA 8B I ( +.n GoALB=i%DFEHG:DKJpYgALB8ZaGP[,]h^UA B8I G@M
qTjUr
j
r
j r
kbstmu v8w x ylz n{ u =v i<|Q} { |K~gu v8 {P s_UuLv8w {
j
j r
q jr
r
k R
k sTmuLv8w x ylz n { L
u v=i<|F} { |T~kbsTmuLv8w {
k

weak L
L



4. The remaining cases are analogous.
The soundness theorem with respect to first-order logic with primitive equality is then

Theorem 3.3 The abstraction  of first-order logic formulas with primitive equality to secondorder monadic logic formulas preserves the non-provability.
Proof. Again we have to prove that whenever there is a proof for the original formula in first-order
logic with primitive equality, then so there is for the abstracted formula. The proof is essentially
the same as before, except that there are 5 additional cases to consider, one as an additional base
case and four additional cases in the induction step:
Base Case: Assume there is a derivation 3 , then we have to prove that there is a
derivation for  X5;f . Let 5 ¢¡¤£¦¥K§ n`¨ ©5ªt , then .5X«
8¬T®.5.¯°.=±>²«¬T®35.¯°.= , and we must find a derivation in second-order
monadic logic for . ³µ´ W¬T®3.=¯.5¶±µ²SW¬T®35¯.=±3. .
·
r
v¹¸ { º
v¹¸ {
·
·
uLv { |K~
v¹¸ {¼»
v¹¸
q
·
·
uLv { |T~kb½fm vW½ {³»
q
u v { |K~cv`kb½m
u v
q

q

{

r·


ax
uLv {
r

» R
{ uLv {
r

k R¾
vW½ { uLv {
·
·
vW½ {2»
vW½ {P{TÀ

q r·
·
u v {
¹v ¸ { |K~
v¹¸ {
q
·
·
u v { K
| ~
¹v ¸ {¼»
v¹¸
q
·
·
uLv { |K~¿kb½m vW½ {O»
·
·
r

v`kb½fm vW½ {O»
vW½ {P{ uLv

r


ax
u v {
r

» R
{ u v {
r

k R¾
vW½ { u v {
À R
{

Induction Step:

1. Assume there is a derivation for ³3ÁÂÃOÄ´ Å x yz n  and by induction hypothesis we
can assume that there is an S0S derivation Æ for . 3.ÁÂÃOµ´ .Å x ylz n=;f .
Then we have to prove that there is a second-order monadic logic derivation for
. 3.ÁÂÇ2Ä´
.ÅÈ3.f .
r
{ uLv=É<|F} r {

|K~uLv8w x yz n { L
u v {
Lemma 3.2
q r
r
q r
uLv { uLv=É<|F} { u v8w x ylz n {
uLv { uLv=É<|F} {
r
r

r

|K~uLv8w x yz n { uLv8w { L
u v
|T~u v8w { u v {
q r
r

uLv { uLv=É<|F} { |T~u v8w { u v {
uLv

2. The proofs for the other cases are analogous.

q

I.H.

{

weak R
Cut v=uLv8w x yz n {P{
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Example 3.4 Let Å Ê , and .Å Ê3 as in Example 2.8. A formula in first-order logic that concludes
that any subtree in a tree  at path Ë is unique is
Å Ê¯Ì¬hË>¬hË

j

j
¬T3¬µÁa¬µÁ 

subtree 53Ë>3Áµ² subtree 53lË

j

j
j
3Á .
 ¯°Á)Á 

Its abstraction expands the equality predicate as described above.
Å ÊÍ¯Î¬hË>H¬hË
²

j

j
¬T3¬µÁa¬µÁ 

subtree =>² subtree ËT>² subtree lÁ
j
j
subtree #Ë >² subtree lÁ 

subtree 5>²
j
j
¯Ï8¬TÐ±ÑÁÒ¯Ó©lÁ 
 >²S8¬TÐ±ÑlÁ %¯Ó©lÁ±t

The resulting formula is not provable in S0S and can therefore not be proved in first-order logic
with primitive equality by Theorem 3.3. On the other hand with induction, if one would consider
cases over Ë , abstraction yields three cases, each of which is provable in S0S.
Ô

4 About the Subclass of Unprovable Formulas
The question now arises which class of false conjectures can be tackled by the presented technique. Although we have no formal characterization for that class of formulas, we know that it
includes first-order logic formulas that have only infinite counter-models. To see this consider the
non-valid first-order logic formula in Fig. 6 and assume Õ is a counter-model that falsifies that
formula. Then ÕÂ¼/×Ö entails that (1) Õ validates the left-hand side of the implication and (2)
falsifies Øbª:3Ù³Ú5ªt . From (1) it follows that the interpretations of Ú , Û , and  must be infinite. A
possible infinite interpretation for Ú is Ü!ª:Ý . The abstraction .¼ is also invalid with respect to

FOL formula: S

lØbª:Ú5ªt:²«¬Tª:3Ø ÞtßÚ«=ªt¯ÞÛÌª²ÐÚÞ ±t²
¬Tª:ßÞTà =ª®ÛÓÞ)²áÞ«ÛÇàa%¯ÓªÐÛÇàÍ²¬Tª:±ª©Ã
â ªt%¯°Øbª:ÙOÚ5ªt

S0S formula: .lL

lØbª:Ú5ªt:²«¬Tª:3Ø ÞtßÚ«=ªt¯Ûã5Þ¤²ÑÛã=ªt>²ÐÚ«5Þ¤Ä²
¬Tª:ßÞTà HÛã5ªt²ÎÛãÞ ±²©Û×à\±.¯äÛã5ªt²ÌÛ×àa ²
¬Tª:3Ù<8¬TÐ±Ñ5ªt%¯ÓÑ=ªt ²«¬T®±©5ªt.¯ÇÑ5ªt±¯°Øbª:3Ù³Ú5ªt

Figure 6: Disproven first-order logic formula with infinite counter-model.
S0S, also by interpreting Ú as Ü¤ª:Ý . Thus, with our technique we can disprove first-order logic
formulas that have no finite counter-models.

5 Implementation
The procedure for disproving false conjectures has been implemented in the MAYA system [3].
MAYA is an in-the-large verification tool for structured specifications. It is based on the notion of
development graphs and incorporates an efficient management of change to preserve and adjust
proof information when changing the specification. Each node of the development graph corresponds to an axiomatically defined theory and the procedure presented in this paper can be used
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to disprove false conjectures with respect to some theory. The implementation abstracts the firstorder logic subset å of the axioms defining a theory to second-order monadic logic. To disprove
a false conjecture æ , the validity of the S0S formula .åÃ¯Ãæ is checked.
In order to decide the validity of an S0S formula, rather than implementing our own S0S
decision procedure, we have linked MAYA with the MONA system [7]. Although MONA implements only a decision procedure for weak second-order monadic logic, it is still useful since it is
conservative over full second-order monadic logic without successor functions. Counter-models
found in MONA are also counter-models in the more general setting. To our knowledge there is
no available implementation of a full S0S decision procedure.

6 Conclusion
We have outlined a technique to disprove false conjectures in first-order logic with and without
equality over a given and fixed term algebra. The central idea is that of abstraction. Formulas
are transformed into second-order monadic logic without successor functions, which is known to
be decidable. We have shown that the abstraction is sound, which means it preserves provability.
Thus the absence of a proof in second-order monadic logic entails that the initial conjecture is
unprovable, as well.
As related work we consider the tableau method [11] as well as combinations of model generation with automated theorem provers, such as the S COTT system [6]. The tableau method not
only detects unsatisfiability of the negated conjecture but also generates models for it. This is
similar to the use of model generating systems during refutation proofs, as done in the S COTT
system. Thus, certain classes of false conjectures can be detected by generating counter-models.
However, the relationship between these classes and the class characterized by the procedure
presented in this paper is unclear yet and is left for future work.
Further future work is planned in different directions: First, we plan to investigate how to
obtain from a counter-example for a non-valid S0S formula a counter-example for the original
first-order logic formula, which would be highly beneficial especially in MAYA’s application
context which is formal software development. Also we assume it to be helpful to develop a
characterization for the subclass of unprovable first-order logic formulas. Secondly, we plan
to experiment with abstractions that preserve more of the term structures when mapping firstorder logic formulas to second-order monadic logic formulas. Thereby we would leave the S0S
fragment and employ larger fragments of second-order monadic logic, e.g. SkS. Preserving the
structure should result in an increased efficiency for equational first-order logic theories. A third
line of research will consist of using second-order logic proofs as proof plans to guide the actual
proof search for the initial first-order logic formulas.
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